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The perfect prayer book - that is what the Book of Psalms has been called. Written over a period of

about eight hundred years, these one hundred fifty poems and hymns are the most important

existing collection of Hebrew national and religious poetry.
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This book is a guide explaining how the Psalms can be utilized for daily prayer. There is a brief

historical survey of the Psalms as an introduction. The book then gives two lists of various intentions

that one can use relative to a particular Psalm. For example, to pray for health, prayerfully recite

Psalms 39 or 41. Such suggestions appear in the front of the book, and a lengthier list of different

suggestions is in the back. Also in the back of the book is a small collection of poems and prayers

for good intentions. And, of course, all of the Psalms are in the book, as they are written in the King

James version of the Bible. It's a nice little prayer reference.There is one additional point to be made

about the book. There are suggestions of using physical mediums to enhance prayer, such as

different-colored candles and ritual oils for some of the devotions. This may seem unusual to some

(I don't use them) but I still think that using only the prayers as spriritual practice is a good thing

using this book.

this is my first book by the author so I don't have a negative bias, I tried the prayers and they

worked for me right away, that's why I gave it five stars, it's a practical book so don't expect much,



the stuff I tried did work so if you like to work with Psalms I don't think you'll be dissapointed with this

one, get Oribello's book too !

I love this book. I have been using it for years for Spiritual strength, renewal, and refreshing. I tore

up my other book, so this is my second copy. When I pray, I want to be effective, and purposeful.

Most importantly, I want to speak to God in His language. This book allows me to do that and know

that God will hear and ANSWER!

I have been reading this book since I was a teenager. I found it to be very informative ,as it explain

what each Psalm can be used for. I have helped a tremendous amount of people in situations such

as legal cases and romance. Every time I used these prayers by carefully following the directions,

the outcome Praise God has always been successful. I often give copies of this book to people in

need of help. Even in the most desperate situations, I tell everyone to have Faith. Faith can change

anything. GOD BLESS YOU ALL.

I personally love this book because I was looking for a way to tap into the holy power without having

to resort to non-christian practices. How can it be that pagans, wiccans and all sorts of magical

practitioners can tap into magic but christians supposedly can't when it clearly says is Isa 52:2 that

we can loose ourselves any control of the darkness(refer toÂ Prayers That Rout DemonsÂ for more

info).God has given all of us the tools to effect positive change in our world and the bible is that tool

but unfortunately none of the churches i have come across seem to teach how to do this. This book

explains what each of the psalms do and how to use them. This book is a great companion

toÂ Prayers That Rout DemonsÂ as they go hand in hand.Even though this book was written by

Anna Riva who definitely isn't a Christian I mean your reciting bible psalms so it's can't be

unchristian.To all those Christians who have the brains to see beyond the lies perpetrated by the

fundamentalists who don't want you to find spiritual oneness and strength this book is for you.

I didn't purchase the book on  because I have my own but I might in the future for my aunt. This

book really does tell you what exactly to pray for. I'm christian and I do believe that this book doesn't

do bad it all depends what you use it for. Like they say you could use the bible for good and bad but

I use this book for good purposes like to have a blessed day and to take care of unclean habits. I

would recommend this book to my friends and family. I can say my testimony is that since I've been

reading this book I do have good days.



Every prayer in this book has worked for me. I could not be without it. I bought 2 copies. Would not

be without it.Do not be scared by the author she is no different than a Minister in a Church who

would keep these secrets to himself.

i would like to say the book is well worth the time i have perform the rituals in it and they all work,i

use it every moring and night.it has change my life!! grat and fast service
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